Abstract. This paper aims at subsurface imaging a target buried in a spherical homogeneous medium. In order to study it, a monochromatic holographic penetrating radar with high resolution is involved. Different from the target in the plane media, spherical ones always result in spherical interference fringes which awfully deteriorate the imaging quality. To solve this problem, this paper propose two methods and make a brief comparison. As we all know, radar echo mainly consists of direct wave and target echo. Due to the symmetry of the spherical interface, the direct wave and target echo are quite different in spatial spectrum domain distribution, and thus by using the first method, one can extract the target echo. The radar is placed right above the spherical interface, and samples thousands times along homocentric path. Therefore, direct wave varies very slowly and target echo is a sparse matrix. Then, a smoothing filtering can extract the direct wave. As a consequence, the remaining part is nearly the target echo. Furthermore, experiments are designed and validate the availability of proposed methods. What's more, a brief comparison between two methods is provided.
Introduction
In order to detect and image the targets buried in the medium, nondestructive subsurface imaging is gradually gaining its popularity. This technology has been widely used in archaeology, security, iatrical diagnosis, nondestructive evaluation, and so on. Among the multitudinous subsurface imaging radars, monochromatic holographic radar consolidates its status by several exclusive superiorities. First of all, it is immune to the dispersive media which might be the fatal disturbance for wideband radars. In dispersive media, electromagnetic waves with different frequencies radiate with different velocities. Thus, the backscattering signal is such extremely distorted that radar cannot reveal the location and shape of the target. Secondly, a monochromatic system is much easier to build up. For a wideband radar, a wideband source and a wideband antenna are indispensable. Thirdly, such a monochromatic radar radiates continuous wave so that it scans much faster than other radars. Accordingly, authors choose this radar to carry on their research and all the radars involved in this paper are monochromatic. But each coin has two sides, monochromatic subsurface radars are much more sensitive to the interface than the wideband ones.
As long as one talking about subsurface imaging, the interface (usually the air-media interface) which is a crucial factor, cannot be ignored. When subsurface imaging is done through a non-planar interface, regular or irregular interference fringes always occur [1] . Currently, both theoretical researches and practical experiments focus more on planar interfaces than on non-planar ones. But in practical applications, the media are mostly not planar. Diao Qi-long analyzed the cause of the interference when subsurface imaging through an inclined plane, and formulated the distance between fringes. In his paper, he claimed that it is interference of direct wave that leads to these fringes. On the basis of Diao's conclusion, Xu Sheng-zhi generalized this theory to cylindrical interface and proposed a novel method which is capable of eliminating the direct wave and removing the interference fringes in the final imaging result [2] . In Xu's opinion, the interface's contours are straight lines parallel to the generatrix. Once this generatrix denoted by X-axis, direct wave would be the function of the unique variable y, and then through a 2D Furrier transformation, Fig.3 (b r filtering. um yields a hat, once th the target e e echo data and deterio t Fig.3 (d As is shown in Fig.5 (a) , direct wave is almost constant in each one circular sampling path, which demonstrated the implication of Equation (9). In another words, the each row of the matrix shown by Equation (8) is nearly constant except the disturbance of sparse target echo. Once these rows minus their own expectations, the direct wave would be removed while only would target echo remain as Fig. 5(b) shows. Applying imaging algorithm to the remaining target echo, one may acquire the final imaging result without interference fringes (see Fig.6 ). Compared to the final result in former section (see Fig.3 (d) ), the performance of filtering in spatial domain is parallel to that of filtering in spatial spectrum domain. What's more, as fierce scattering sources, small holes in plastic are highlighted in the final results.
Summary
Based on the former researches, this paper proposes two filtering methods to remove the direct wave when spherical subsurface imaging. These methods process the echo data in spatial spectrum domain and in spatial domain respectively. Experiments have already demonstrated their availability. Furthermore, proposed methods are also suitable for other curve surface media of central symmetry, because the fundamental precondition is as Equation (4) implies. Since the echo data are processed in spectrum domain, a 2D Furrier transformation is compulsory. Considering the imaging algorithm is based on spectrum domain, a 2D Furrier transformation is compulsory for second method when direct wave removed. Therefore, two methods are ordinarily equivalent in time cost.
By proposing two method to filter out direct wave, this paper generalizes subsurface imaging with monochromatic holographic penetrating radar to spherical interface. But exclusive available interface shape and restrict radar placement prohibit these method from wide usage. Therefore, an urgent improvement must be achieved for multiple interfaces.
